
With the media repeatedly inciting fear about the number of 
"infected cases", and despite all the information circulating the 
internet about the inflated death figures by the Health Ministry 
and the Unreliability of the PCR test, is the Media really being 
transparent and telling the truth? 
Each of us must critically think, share our ideas,in order 
to protect the future for our children, our society, and for 
our country!

Are you starting to notice something very strange is going on with the whole 
"coronavirus pandemic"?
Exactly what is wrong with it? What kind of future are we being led to?
If we don't start to wake up now, this ridiculous lifestyle will continue forever.

Is the new normal really for the well being and protection of 
our health??? 
Despite many doctors pointing out that this New Normal has 
no medical basis, our daily lives are being forcibly rewritten.

be gone with the 
masks and let us 

unite.

NO!! TO THE

    NEW NORMAL
that takes away our childrens future and happiness

TV and Newspapers really telling the truth
?

Held in Tokyo Regularly!Held in Tokyo Regularly!

Hosted by: Nikomikai(Guardians of the Future of Japan and Children)

Regularly held: Protest against the New Normal (speeches and songs)
Irregularly held: Standing Protest, flyer distribution

Our association was established by volunteer citizens to take back our daily lives from the corona farce. We do not represent any form of  political party or religion.

contact：kodomomirai0921@gmail.com

nikomikai.netnikomikai.net

Professor from Tokushima

 University

Ohashi Makoto

「学びラウンジ」
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The Doctor that 

doesn't believe 

in Covid 19

Andrew Kaufman

→→→→

What is the Corona pandemic?

An article to send to 

families and friends 

you want to protect.

→→

※we listen to your voices、 so that we can make a difference to society!!
※For location and time, check out our web page
 for the latest information.
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